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Tickets 
Tickets to costumers of Explore kalaburagi of
amount 169/- for students  and 199/- for the

common people of kalaburgi 









Kalaburagi Fort 

The Gulbarga Fort is located in Kalaburagi in the Kalaburagi
district of North Karnataka. It was subsequently significantly
enlarged in 1347 by Al-ud-din Hasan Bahmani of the Bahmani

Dynasty after he cut off his ties with the Delhi Sultanate;
Islamic monuments such as mosques, palaces, tombs, and

other structures were also built later within the refurbished
fort. The Jama Masjid built later, within the fort, in 1367, is a

unique structure built in Persian architectural style, fully
enclosed, with elegant domes and arched columns, which is

unlike any other mosque in India. It was built to
commemorate the establishment of the dynastic rule of the
Bahmani kingdom at Kalaburagi fort between 1327 and 1424.

It remained the capital of the Bahmani Kingdom till 1424
where after the capital was shifted to Bidar Fort, as Bidar had

better climatic conditions
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Buddha Vihar

Buddha Vihara is place for Buddhists. Situated in Kalaburagi, a city in
the Indian state of Karnataka. It started on 7 January 2007. The
Buddha Vihar complex blends architectural features of eminent
Buddhist centers of Sanchi, Sarnath, Ajanta and Nagpur and has

been constructed conforming to traditional Buddhist architecture.
[4][5]

The Buddha Vihar is located 6 kms from district headquarters on
Sedam Road near Gulbarga University. Spread over 18 acres, it has a
main building, a meditation centre at the cellar and a Lord Buddha

chaitya (temple in Pali) on the ground floor. The dome of Buddavihar
which is built on traditional Buddhist architecture is 70 ft in height

and 59 ft in diameter. The main dome is tiled with marble for a grand
look. The dome has an ornamental spire made of panchaloha with a

kalasha on top of it also made of panchaloha. Buddha Vihara is
surrounded by four 48ft tall Ashoka pillars in the four corners in

honour of King Ashoka the Great.
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